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A Message
from Dov Seidman
Prior to the pandemic, human connection was already suffering.
Our workforce existed in a world more hyperconnected and
globally interdependent than ever before. By early 2020,
technological, social and economic shifts were already reshaping
the world faster than people and institutions were able to adapt.
And when COVID-19 emerged, it accelerated and amplified
these forces.
Aristotle argued long ago that humans are social animals. And as
social animals, our human instinct is to come together in times
of crisis. But instead, in this crisis we were told to self-isolate and
distance ourselves from our communities. Our interactions with
the world were suddenly and dramatically disrupted. Nearly 70%
of us abruptly shifted to full-time remote work. Society’s rhythms
were disrupted on a scale unseen in living memory, instigating
the most significant societal pause in modern history.
There is, though, a signature truth about what happens when
people pause. With a machine, hitting the pause button stops
the action. But if you’re a human being, that’s when you start.
You pause to make sense of your situation and to reconnect with
your deepest beliefs. This pause has allowed us to reflect on our
common humanity and interdependence in new ways. Keeping
six feet apart, washing our hands regularly and wearing a mask
have become not only prudent behaviors for one’s own sake,
but also visible commitments to preserving collective health and
hope. In a world where we are always connected but physically
separated, HOW we connect matters more than ever.
At The HOW Institute for Society, we believe in building a world
that is rooted in moral leadership, principled decision-making
and values-based behavior. In our interdependent world,
human-centered systems must take center stage in organizations
across all sectors. In this spirit we undertook the research for this
report to understand how human connection in the workplace
has evolved since the onset of the pandemic.
Our places of work have traditionally built connection among
individuals sharing both a mission and a space. The pandemic
has uprooted this time-honored structure. We have scattered
from offices and conference rooms to kitchens and bedrooms.
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Many of us now have colleagues that we’ve only known

While our findings focused on workers who shifted to

through video chat and conferencing. This isolation created

remote work, we want to specifically express our deepest

unfamiliar workplace dynamics. In fact, the very meaning of

respect and gratitude to those who are not included in this

the word ‘workplace’ became ambiguous.

study. Our frontline and essential workers. Our healthcare

We now need to collaborate, ideate and create, reach goals

heroes. We see you and we appreciate you.

and serve customers remotely and under new pressures. For

The pandemic has affected all of us differently — but we

organizations to thrive, connections between and among

hope that our findings on moral leadership catalyze positive

employees need to be meaningful and rooted in common

change for all and a shared vision for a better future.

purpose. How does physical separation affect the workplace
dynamics and relationships that fuel today’s more humancentered economy?

Moral leadership is about how leaders touch hearts, not just
minds — how they enlist others in a shared and significant
endeavor, and create the conditions where everyone can

The HOW Institute for Society set out to study this

contribute their character and creativity. Given our physical

question as well as explore the influence of a certain kind

distance from one another due to the pandemic, it is even

of leadership — moral leadership — on human connection

more imperative that moral leaders work harder — and

in the suddenly virtualized workplace. To do so, we

differently — to bridge that physical space to create a sense

surveyed employees across a broad cross section of the U.S.

of connection and community. It is my sincere hope that this

workforce — all of whom went partially or fully remote in

report will encourage leaders to reimagine ways to foster

March 2020 because of the pandemic.

human connection and to seize this opportunity to recenter

I want to thank a friend and HOW Institute for Society
Board Member, Angela Ahrendts, for being a true visionary

humanity. Technology ensures that our minds are connected,
but only moral leadership can connect our hearts.

and an early spark for this study, Human Connection in the
Virtual Workplace. Angela had a deep intuition that the
challenges we were already facing would be profoundly
amplified by the pandemic. She urged us to study the state
of human connection — how meaningful, deep and healthy
it is — amid this global pandemic. If there is an expression
that sums up Angela’s career, it is human energy. I am
deeply grateful that she applied her own human energy
to galvanize this study. I'm also grateful to Christie Sclater,
Fellow at The HOW Institute, who catalyzed and helped
design this study. I hope that the findings will inspire a wave
of human energy in response, as we collectively seek to
connect with each other in meaningful ways.

DOV SEIDMAN
Founder and Chairman of The HOW Institute for Society
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“

I feel less connected to my
coworkers because I work
at home, alone. I never get
to enjoy the camaraderie of
being around team members.
You just sit alone in your
house and work.

”

What Do We Mean by Connection?
Organizational researchers use a variety of terms to describe meaningful
connection in the workplace, including worker camaraderie, collective
organizational engagement and employee social capital. Ultimately, these
terms relate to a feeling of common purpose and fellowship. This sense of
connection goes beyond simple communication via phone, email and video
conferencing. To feel meaningfully connected to others is to feel part of a
community, to feel heard and valued and to derive strength and gratification
from that relationship.

COWORKER CONNECTION SUFFERED
Employees felt a weaker connection
with coworkers and a stronger
connection to organizations and
supervisors during the pandemic.
STRONGER CONNECTION
WEAKER CONNECTION

Fostering and spreading this sense of communal belonging is a key concern

NO DIFFERENCE

for The HOW Institute, as we believe that trust and shared truth are critical
for joining people together in human-centered organizations. Indeed, our
survey data shows that feeling connected at work — to one’s coworkers,
direct manager and organization as a whole — is an important predictor of
being not only engaged but also inspired at work. Survey participants who
report that their organization’s leadership actively made them feel part of
a community during the pandemic were 50% more likely to report feeling
engaged at work.1 They were also 60% more likely to report feeling even
more engaged since the start of the pandemic.
Engagement is an important component of any high-functioning

50%
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10%
0%

organization, but The HOW Institute sets a higher bar for what it means to

TO COWORKERS

be a values-based organization. We are also interested in inspiration, which
goes beyond engagement. To be inspired means feeling deeply dedicated
to and elevated by your organization and colleagues.2 Notably, the feeling
of being part of a community at one’s organization is even more strongly
linked to inspiration than to engagement.
In short, connection speaks to the fundamental human need to contribute
to something greater than oneself, to belong to a community that hears and
responds to its members. As such, connection is important in and of itself,
but it is also a key factor driving motivation and inspiration at work.
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In the following sections, we delve deeper into how connection has held up

TO ORGANIZATION

during these trying times, and what leaders can do to maintain and foster
human connection in the remote workplace.

50%
40%

FEELING ENGAGED AND INSPIRED AT WORK
Employees who felt they were part of a community were:

60%

MORE LIKELY TO FEEL MORE
ENGAGED SINCE THE PANDEMIC

1

120%

MORE LIKELY TO FEEL MORE
INSPIRED SINCE THE PANDEMIC

30%
20%
10%
0%

TO DIRECT SUPERVISOR

T
 he survey defined engagement as being motivated to do your work and contribute to your organization’s success. 					

2 This was the definition of inspiration provided to survey participants.
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Some Employees Felt More Disconnected
The COVID-19 outbreak led to a massive surge in remote work across the globe, with 88% of
organizations encouraging or requiring employees to work from home.3 We surveyed working-age
individuals in the U.S. who have transitioned either partially or fully to remote work because of the
pandemic to understand how this change has affected their sense of connection at work.
A plurality — 44% — of our survey participants reported feeling less connected to their coworkers,
compared to 35% who reported feeling more connected. Meanwhile, 30% and 12% of respondents
reported feeling less connected to their organizations and direct managers, respectively.
The marked loss of connection to coworkers also shows through the qualitative data we collected.

CONNECTIONS WERE STRAINED - FOR SOME MORE THAN OTHERS

44%
44% of workers reported feeling less
connected to coworkers since the start of
the pandemic

THESE EMPLOYEE SUBGROUPS WERE MORE LIKELY
TO HAVE EXPERIENCED A DECREASE IN CONNECTION
Percentage increase in likelihood of feeling disconnected to their direct
manager, coworkers or organization since the pandemic started

UP TO

UP TO

UP TO

MORE LIKELY

Younger than 30

Women

MORE LIKELY

3
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100%

57%

200%
MORE LIKELY

Individual Contributors

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2020-03-19-gartner-hr-survey-reveals-88--of-organizations-have-e
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WOMEN
Women are more likely than men to have experienced a decrease
in connection in the workplace since the start of the pandemic.
A closer look at the data reveals important patterns. First, women are more likely than
men to have experienced a decrease in connection in the workplace since the start of
the pandemic. Our findings on the gender gap in workplace connection add to the
mounting evidence showing that the pandemic has been hard on working women.
As researchers Nicole Bateman and Martha Ross point out in a recent Brookings
Institution report, women were already shouldering most of the family caregiving
burden before the pandemic struck. The closure of schools, daycare centers and
afterschool programs have increased this burden, making it more difficult for
women to engage and connect at work.4
Although only part of the solution to addressing gender inequalities in society,
leadership at work that is responsive and thoughtful, can help those carrying extra
burdens navigate these unfamiliar times. Flexible scheduling, taking time during
check-ins to share feelings, patience with non-urgent deliverables — these
are examples of leadership practices and qualities that make the added stress
of the pandemic more bearable.

COMPARED TO MEN, SINCE THE PANDEMIC
WOMEN ARE MORE LIKELY TO FEEL:

48%

LESS CONNECTION TO COWORKERS

74%

LESS CONNECTION TO THEIR ORGANIZATION

100%

LESS CONNECTION TO THEIR DIRECT MANAGER
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https://www.brookings.edu/essay/why-has-covid-19-been-especially-harmful-for-working-women/
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INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
FEEL LESS CONNECTED

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
Individual contributors felt a more pronounced
loss of connection in comparison to more senior
team members.

Percentage of employees feeling a
decline in connection by seniority
TO COWORKERS
TO DIRECT MANAGER

The second major pattern we identify in the data relates to

TO ORGANIZATION

seniority. While individual contributors, middle managers and senior
leaders have all felt greater loss of connection to their coworkers than
to their direct managers and organizations, the degree to which these
connections have weakened is far more pronounced among individual

SENIOR LEADERS

contributors than among more senior respondents. For example, while
31% of senior leaders have felt a decline in connection to coworkers,

31%

the portion is 57% among individual contributors. Similarly, while
only 6% of senior leaders have felt a decline in connection to their
direct supervisor, the portion is over 18% for individual contributors.

18%

In other words, individual contributors are 200% more likely to have
experienced a decline in connection to their direct supervisor since

6%

the start of the pandemic.
In short, those with more formal authority tend to feel more connected
both to the organization as a whole and to individual members of
the organization. This difference likely is the result of multiple factors.

MIDDLE MANAGERS

First of all, individuals under 30 years old are overrepresented among
individual contributors, and research has shown that many younger

35%

people are struggling to work from home because of family pressures,
difficult living arrangements and high levels of stress.5 Indeed, our data

21%

show that those under 30 were significantly more likely than those 30
and older to feel less connected to their coworkers (46% vs. 34%) and
organizations (45% vs. 29%) since the start of the pandemic.6

7%

Another reason for this difference could be that more senior personnel
tend to enjoy more benefits and privileges, including during times of
crisis. Indeed, our data show that middle managers and senior leaders

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS

are significantly more likely than individual contributors to report that

57%
41%
18%

their organizational leadership has shown consistent generosity and
fairness to employees — nearly 80% for middle managers and senior
leaders, compared to 62% for individual contributors.
A practical takeaway for organizations is to ensure that employees
across all levels — not just at the top — enjoy the benefits of new
organizational policies. If individual contributors feel left out, they are
more likely to feel disconnected, disengaged and uninspired. Indeed,
one of The HOW Institute’s core imperatives is that trust and shared
truths are essential to bringing people together as communities,
organizations and collaborators. If that trust is breached with an
inequitable distribution of privileges, organizational community frays.
5 https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/employee-relations/pages/millennials-say-theyare-struggling-more-to-work-from-home.aspx
6 We lacked sufficient data to make this comparison for trends in connection to direct managers.
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WORKERS UNDER 30
Employees younger than 30 are more likely
to feel disconnected than their older counterparts.
The difference in connection by seniority also highlights two potential blind spots that
leaders should consider. First, because middle managers and senior leaders are less likely
than individual contributors to feel a loss of connection at work, they may underestimate
the extent to which their direct reports feel disconnected. This lack of awareness is likely
exacerbated by the fact that respondents are more connected to their direct managers
than to their coworkers. Even if organizational leaders enjoy a strong connection with their
direct reports, those junior colleagues may still feel disconnected from other coworkers and
from the organization as a whole.
The differences in connection by seniority also suggest that leaders have a special role to
play in maintaining community in the remote workplace. Individual contributors are both
less insulated from the negative effects of the pandemic and also less capable of shifting
organizational policy. Leaders, in contrast, are better positioned to change practices and
policies in ways that can build and preserve connection across their teams.

YOUNGER WORKERS ARE MORE LIKELY TO FEEL LESS CONNECTED
Percentage of employees feeling a decline in connection by age:

Under 30

30 and Over

46%

34%

45%

29%

TO THEIR COWORKERS

TO THEIR ORGANIZATIONS

TO THEIR COWORKERS

TO THEIR ORGANIZATIONS
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Practices for Increasing Connection
To understand how leaders maintain connections at work,

The need for these personal qualities is especially strong

we asked respondents to report on which strategies their

during this difficult time, when many are looking for their

direct managers have used during the pandemic. For each

leaders to be open, vulnerable and genuine.

strategy selected, we also asked respondents to rate how
effective it has been in maintaining connection. The results
show that roughly two-thirds of individuals find each
of these strategies effective, yet we also find significant
variation in implementation.

Notably, of all the strategies, we found that sharing feelings
(be they positive or negative) is the most predictive of
whether respondents have felt more connected to their
coworkers, direct managers and organizations since the
beginning of the pandemic.

Given the demands of remote work, it is unsurprising that
more flexibility and more frequent communication are
prevalent strategies. Flexibility in particular speaks to the
importance of trust in building meaningful relations among
colleagues. When managers permit and encourage flexibility
during difficult periods, they signal and affirm that they trust
their team members to steward their time productively and
wisely under new and unfamiliar conditions.

The importance of sharing feelings becomes clearer when
we consider the emotional turbulence that the pandemic
has wrought. We asked our survey respondents to share
whether they have felt more or less of various emotions
since the start of the pandemic, finding that the three
emotions experiencing the greatest increase are sadness
(43% experiencing more often), fear (48%) and loneliness
(50%). As other research has shown, simply asking

Other strategies appear to be less common, despite

coworkers how they are doing can be a remarkably

being rated effective. For example, while nearly two-

effective strategy for increasing a sense of belonging.7

thirds of respondents consider more sharing of personal

Our data bears out this fact, underscoring the importance

updates and feelings during check-ins to be effective

of human connection at work.

for maintaining connection, only about one-third of
respondents state that their direct manager exhibits
these behaviors. This gap points to a missed opportunity.
To share feelings and personal updates — be they positive
or negative — is not simply a matter of collegiality; it is a
demonstration of trust, honesty and mutual support.

7

https://hbr.org/2019/02/the-surprising-power-of-simply-asking-coworkers-howtheyre-doing/					

EXTENDING TRUST AND EMBRACING EACH OTHER’S HUMANITY ARE THE
MOST IMPACTFUL BEHAVIORS FOR DEEPENING HUMAN CONNECTION
Since the start of the pandemic, individuals with managers who were flexible
with scheduling and open to sharing personal updates and emotions were:

90%

More likely to feel more
connected to their direct manager

60%

MORE LIKELY TO FEEL MORE
CONNECTED TO THEIR ORGANIZATION
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80%

MORE LIKELY TO FEEL MORE
CONNECTED TO COWORKERS

CALL TO ACTION
Pause with your team, and each of your team members, to listen
carefully and build authentic relationships. Use our interactive
PAUSE tool to collectively reflect on purpose, reconnect to core
values, rethink entrenched assumptions and reimagine a better
course for the future.

STRATEGIES USED BY LEADERS TO MAINTAIN CONNECTION
Several strategies help employees stay connected but not all are often used
FREQUENCY USED

EFFECTIVENESS

MORE FREQUENT
EMAILS/MESSAGES

MORE FREQUENT
USE OF VIDEOS FOR
MEETINGS

MORE FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING

MORE SHARING OF
PERSONAL UPDATES
DURING MEETINGS

MORE SHARING
OF FEELINGS

MORE FREQUENT
CHECK-INS

SIMULATION OF
UNSTRUCTURED
TIME TOGETHER

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%
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“

My boss has completely
encouraged us and has
become more ‘human’
instead of a ‘boss.’

”

The Importance of Moral Leadership
Although it is clearly important to understand which specific practices tend to promote connection in the
workplace, a management style goes beyond discrete behaviors. At The HOW Institute, we believe that
how one leads is a question of character and philosophy. Quality leadership is about relating to people on
a human level, anchoring daily work in a principled vision of an organization’s purpose. In an age of global
interdependence and profound social challenges, we assert that there is a specific imperative for moral
leadership. Accordingly, this section uncovers how a manager’s overall alignment with moral leadership
principles, not simply utilization of individual practices, affects connection in the remote workplace.
We base our view of moral leadership on the four pillars represented in the diagram below. Each of these
pillars captures the attributes and outlooks that set moral leaders apart from others in their capacity to
inspire, animate and catalyze purpose-driven action.

Moral Leadership Framework
LET
PURPOSE
LEAD
Leaders gain moral
authority when they
define a worthy,
valuable and noble
purpose, one connected
to human progress, and
frame the path ahead as
a journey.

INSPIRE
AND ELEVATE
OTHERS
Moral leaders create
an atmosphere where
people feel trusted, are
passionate and loyal to
the mission and are
willing to take the risks
inherent in striving
towards achievements
of significance.

BE ANIMATED
BY VALUES AND
VIRTUES

BUILD
MORAL
MUSCLE

Moral leaders live their
values and act on their
principles, even when
uncomfortable, difficult
or inconvenient. Their
behavior is animated
by virtuous qualities of
character – for
instance, patience,
courage and empathy.

Being a moral leader
requires constant
wrestling with questions
of right and wrong,
fairness and justice.
Moral leaders regularly
ask themselves if
what they are doing
is compatible with
their purpose. They
build moral wisdom by
inviting others to join in
these discussions and by
taking responsibility for
their behavior.
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Today, HOW we do what we do matters more than ever, and we used these behaviors to capture
not only what managers do in their daily work, but also HOW they conduct themselves as leaders.

To understand the role of moral leadership in building more meaningful connection, we asked our
survey respondents to indicate the extent to which they agree or disagree that their managers have
displayed the following behaviors during the pandemic:

Providing emotional support
to colleagues

Explaining decisions in the
context of the organization’s purpose

Cultivating a sense of hope for
the future

Demonstrating a commitment to
doing the right thing even when it’s
difficult, unprofitable or unpopular

Working to inspire others through

Recognizing and praising others

challenging and bold visions for the future

for how they have adjusted to the pandemic

Showing patience and flexibility
with colleagues as they have adjusted

Listening to and learning from
perspectives that challenge their own

to the pandemic

views and assumptions

Encouraging teammates to share
any concerns and fears they may have in
response to new organizational policies

We assigned an average score to each manager based on respondent ratings and then divided
managers into quartiles based on their moral leadership score. Those in the top quartile were considered
high-scoring, while those in the bottom quartile were considered low-scoring. Comparing respondents
with high-scoring and low-scoring managers, we find striking differences in connection at work.

CALL TO ACTION
Check out HOW Conversations featuring prominent leaders from
all sectors discussing how they draw on moral leadership practices
like pausing, truth seeking and demonstrating humility to build
organizations that are purpose-driven, animated by values and
centered on trusting people with the truth so that they can be
inspired to achieve great things.
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MORAL LEADERS ENHANCE HUMAN CONNECTION
Since the start of the pandemic, respondents reporting to managers scoring
high on moral leadership behaviors (compared to those scoring low) were:

3

Nearly X more likely to feel more
connected to their direct manager

1.5

Over
X more likely to feel more
connected to their organization

2

Nearly X more likely
to feel more empowered

80%

70%

61%

67%

60%

49%

50%

40%

30%

20%

17%

23%

17%

10%

0%

REPORTS TO LOW-SCORING MANAGER

FEELS MORE
EMPOWERED

GREATER CONNECTION
TO ORGANIZATION

REPORTS TO HIGH-SCORING MANAGER

GREATER CONNECTION
TO MANAGER
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As the data reveals, the degree to which managers demonstrate
moral leadership is significantly more predictive of connection
than the individual behaviors covered in the previous section.
This conclusion aligns with findings discussed in The HOW
Institute’s report The State of Moral Leadership in Business
2020, in which we showed that, even when facing a crisis,
morally, top-performing managers more frequently exhibit

CALL TO ACTION

behaviors conducive to strong relationships with colleagues.
The result is not only that employees feel more connected at

Moral leadership contributes
to business success in many
ways. Read more about how
moral leadership can help your
oganization effectively integrate
mission and margin in our
State of Moral Leadership in
Business 2020 report.

work, but also that they feel more empowered to persevere
during times of crisis. According to our data, those with
managers scoring highly on moral leadership are nearly 2x
more likely than those with low-scoring managers to feel
more empowered at work since the start of the pandemic.
Respondents with high-scoring managers were also more
likely to feel more joyful and encouraged since the start of the
pandemic, and less likely to have felt an increase in negative
emotions such as loneliness, anger and sadness.

“

My manager has been
available, even on her
days off, to assist me
with anything related
to the job.

”

Moreover, we find that the differences in connection by

In short, moral leadership has catalyzed connection in the

gender noted previously are partly a factor of whether

remote workplace, unifying colleagues under a common

individuals work with moral leaders. The gap in feelings

cause and toward a shared purpose. Those who lead

of connection between men and women diminishes

through character and virtue rather than carrots and sticks

substantially when we focus on those respondents with

establish the human connection that people need to feel

managers scoring highly on moral leadership.

actualized and activated — especially in times of crisis.

The data clearly indicates that moral leadership is integral
to navigating times of crisis successfully, purposefully
and humanely.

CALL TO ACTION

The testimonies collected in our survey again add dimension

Learn how our NXT-GEN
Fellowship works with leading
organizations to develop moral
leaders and build moral muscle
across teams and sectors. Click
through to inquire on how your
organization can get involved.

to these quantitative findings. Numerous respondents
explained that they have felt more connected to their
managers because of moral leadership attributes: “He
has been caring, concerned, and takes the time to get my
opinion and suggestions,” explained one respondent. “My
manager has been available, even on her days off, to assist
me with anything related to the job,” explains another.

DECLINE IN CONNECTION WAS LESS PREVALENT
ACROSS GENDERS WHEN WORKING FOR MORAL LEADERS
Percentage of men and women feeling decline in connection
WOMEN

MEN

All respondents

With high-scoring manager
TO COWORKERS

53%

35%
33%

36%
gender difference drops by 88%
TO ORGANIZATION

38%

18%
15%

22%

gender difference drops by 69%
TO MANAGER

16%

8%

4%
4%

gender difference disappears
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Conclusion
This study has surfaced a number of important findings regarding the state of
human connection in the remote workplace. Some of the major takeaways include:

Human connection was strained – for some more than others
The stresses of the pandemic have affected people across age groups, seniority,
and gender, but our data show that this crisis also exacerbated pre-existing
inequalities. Human connection was strained for all, but especially for women, junior
employees and younger individuals. In other words, those in positions of less power
faced the brunt of the pandemic’s disconnecting effects, highlighting the need for
organizations to emphasize community and equity.

Decline in connection was less prevalent and nearly
identical across genders when working for moral leaders
The power of moral leadership in building equitable workplaces shows in the gender
difference in connection, which shrinks substantially or disappears entirely among
those reporting to managers scoring highly on moral leadership. Moral leadership is a
critical part of rectifying inequity in the workplace. By being responsive and attentive
to their colleagues’ needs, especially during a public health crisis, moral leaders build
more egalitarian and fulfilling workplaces.

Moral leaders enhance human connection
In addition to shrinking disparities, moral leaders enhance connection to coworkers,
supervisors and organizations. They also bring about more positive emotions among
their colleagues. By prioritizing purpose and principle, moral leaders facilitate a sense
of deeper connection not only between themselves and their direct reports, but also
between their direct reports and the rest of the organization. This translates to higher
levels of wellbeing and self-actualization, even under the stressful circumstances of a
global pandemic.

Extending trust and embracing each other’s humanity are the most impactful
behaviors for deepening human connection
The value of moral leadership shows through specific practices, especially those that
involve extending trust and embracing each other’s humanity. Quality leadership
is not just about respecting coworkers’ time in meetings or allowing scheduling
flexibility; it is also about relating to colleagues as humans with emotional lives.
Especially during a pandemic, sharing feelings and updates about one’s personal
life affirms and reinforces human connection by allowing us to relate to one another
as people.
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Reflecting on the importance of human connection and on the pivotal role of moral leadership in enhancing human
connection, it is helpful to frame the workplace as what our founder Dov Seidman calls a “human operating system.”
A human operating system is, “one where purpose lies at its heart. It is a system in which governance that maximizes shortterm, commercial interests and only measures ‘how much’ business gets done is replaced with governance that embraces
responsibility to society, long-term goals and also measures how business gets done.”8 Our growing global interdependence
demands a shift to a human operating system that infuses formal authority with moral authority to build trust, inspire
cooperation and create meaning.

To create a truly human operating system within an organization requires an extension of trust. Anyone in
an organization must be able to challenge and hold leaders accountable when they fail to live up to the
organization's values. Otherwise, all the systems and processes that govern an organization cannot be
evaluated. Fundamentally, a more human operating system cannot be shaped without the help of the people
who must live within it.
Senior management must take the initiative to catalyze and embed moral authority through:

ORGANIZATIONAL GOVERNANCE
The formal structures, rules and policies for the organization

CULTURE
The norms, traditions, habits and mindsets of the organization

LEADERSHIP
How managers obtain and exercise their authority throughout the organization

The circuitry of the human operating system is the sense of belonging and common cause that we have called human
connection. At no time in modern history has this circuitry been placed under greater strain, yet we find that connection
need not be a casualty of crisis. Indeed, we found that our respondents were quite optimistic overall about how they,
their organizations and society as a whole will come out of the pandemic. Nearly three quarters of respondents said
they believe that they will be better off in the long run because of the lessons they have learned during the pandemic,
while about two-thirds believe their organization and society as a whole will be better off.
It is up to moral leaders to convert this optimism into reality. With moral leadership, coworkers can retain a feeling of
community and shared purpose in their daily work. By inspiring confidence and modeling virtue in decision-making,
moral leaders enhance human connection, enlisting their colleagues in the grand project of building more humancentered organizations.

CALL TO ACTION
Stay connected to The HOW Institute by joining our community.
Subscribe to our e-news and follow us on social media for regular updates and
announcements of new ways to develop moral leadership in your organization.

8

https://www.greenbiz.com/article/ceo-lrn-lets-build-human-operating-system
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SURVEY RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
This report is based on a survey of 1,022 U.S.-based working professionals who have transitioned partially or
fully to remote work as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The respondents represent a broad cross-section
of the U.S. working-age population, as shown in the demographic information presented here.
Methodology: The survey was conducted September 27, 2020 through November 17, 2020, among a sample of 1,022 U.S.-based working professionals who
transitioned partially or fully to remote work since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. Mercury Analytics conducted the online survey for The HOW Institute.

Region

NORTHEAST
29.9%

MIDWEST
16.7%

SOUTH
32.6%

WEST
20.7%

MALE
52.0%

OTHER/NOT DISCLOSED
0.2%

30 TO 39
20.3%

40 TO 49
34.5%

50 TO 64
30.4%

MANAGER
41.2%

SENIOR LEADER
13.6%

OTHER
4.7%

NONPROFIT
12.0%

GOVERNMENT
12.7%

Gender

FEMALE
47.8%

Age

UNDER 30
6.9%

65 AND OVER
7.8%

Position

INDIVIDUAL
CONTRIBUTOR
40.5%

Sector

FOR-PROFIT
75.2%

Type of remote work

WORK PARTIALLY OUT OF OFFICE
40.0%

WORK FULLY OUT OF OFFICE
60.0%

Time spent at organization

UP TO 1 YEAR
4.3%

1 TO 3 YEARS
16.4%

3 TO 5 YEARS
20.2%

5 TO 10 YEARS
34.8%

MORE THAN 10 YEARS
24.3%

Organization size by employees

UNDER 50
11.9%

50 TO 249
14.7%

250-499
13.7%

500 TO 999
20.9%

1,000 TO 1,999
8.9%

2,000 TO 4,999
9.8%

5,000 TO 9,999
7.3%

10,000 OR MORE
12.7%
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Mission
The HOW Institute for Society seeks to build and nurture a culture of moral
leadership, principled decision-making and values-based behavior that

OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dov Seidman
Founder & Chairman
The HOW Institute for Society

enables individuals and institutions to meet the profound social, economic
and technological changes of the 21st Century to elevate humanity.
OUR WORK BUILDS ON SEVEN IMPERATIVES

Angela Ahrendts DBE
Chair of the Board
Save the Children International

1

Institutions must be guided by values and shaped by
moral leaders.

Ajay Banga
Executive Chairman
Mastercard

2

Moral authority and formal authority must be united to
create meaningful and enduring impact.

Chip Bergh
President & CEO
Levi Strauss & Co.

3

Individuals must be guided by moral principles
and frameworks.

4

Trust and shared truths are essential to bringing people
together as communities, organizations and collaborators.

5

6

7

Business and society must shift focus from “how much” to
HOW we behave and HOW we can work together to build
something greater than ourselves.
Healthy values-inspired communities are the building
blocks of a better society. We must learn what makes
them work and create models to scale their success.
Leaders must frame paths ahead as journeys of significance,
embracing the inevitable ups and downs, but remaining
resilient and committed.

Nancy Gibbs
Lombard Director of
the Shorenstein Center
Harvard Kennedy School
Dennis Nally
Retired Chairman
PwC
Paul Polman
Co-Founder & Co-Chair
IMAGINE
Admiral James Stavridis
Operating Executive
The Carlyle Group
Darren Walker
President
Ford Foundation
Bruno Sarda
Executive Director
The HOW Institute for Society
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